Abstract-Despite the rich information provided by sensors such as the Microsoft Kinect in the robotic perception setting, the problem of detecting object instances remains unsolved, even in the tabletop setting, where segmentation is greatly simplified. Existing object detection systems often focus on textured objects, for which local feature descriptors can be used to reliably obtain correspondences between different views of the same object.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object recognition remains a challenging problem in computer vision. Researchers often divide the recognition task into (1) category-level recognition, where objects in a particular category are given the same label (e.g. "bowl" or "soda can"), and (2) instance recognition, where each specific object is given its own label (e.g. "Coke can" or "Diet Coke can"). Several differences distinguish the robotic setting from the classic computer vision setting of detecting objects in 2D images. First, since robots in fixed environments may only have to interact with on the order of hundreds of objects, instance recognition may be sufficient for a wide variety of tasks. Second, in order for robots to be able to manipulate the recognized objects, the object poses must also be determined. Finally, given the relatively low cost of RGB-D sensors, such as the Microsoft Kinect, in comparison to other components of robotic platforms, both color images and point clouds are becoming standard in the robotic perception setting [1] . Despite the additional information provided by the depth channel, no instance recognition systems are robust enough to detect all objects in the standard benchmark settings we consider here, let alone in highly unstructured household and office environments.
In this paper, we present a system which significantly improves on the state of the art for the above task. While we Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA. zxie@berkeley.edu, {arjun, karthik.narayan}@eecs.berkeley.edu, justin.uang@berkeley.edu, pabbeel@cs.berkeley.edu briefly describe our end-to-end pipeline, we emphasize that our primary contributions are as follows: 1. We present experiments demonstrating that dense feature extraction (with moderate downsampling) results in significantly higher recall than feature extraction at keypointbased interest points. This holds at training time, when building feature models, and at test time, when extracting features from the test images. 2. We illustrate how a discriminative extension of feature weighted linear stacking [2] can be used to generate object hypotheses using a learned combination of scores derived from texture, color, and shape-based features, leading to another significant boost in performance. 3. Finally, we achieve state-of-the-art results on two instance recognition datasets. On the Challenge dataset, our method results in near perfect performance, (1.000 precision and 0.9977 recall). On the Willow dataset, we present a significant leap over the previous state of the art, with .9828 precision and 0.8778 recall, corresponding to an increase in F-score from 0.8092 to 0.9273.
II. RELATED WORK
Many existing approaches toward instance recognition first extract descriptors from a training set of objects, then match them to corresponding descriptors in a given test scene, using the correspondences to simultaneously determine the correct object and pose. One such example is the MOPED system of Collet et al. [3] , which first constructs a sparse descriptor database by extracting SIFT features [4] at training time. At test time, MOPED uses the SIFT features to jointly estimate object class and pose. Unlike our system, it does not 2013 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS) November 3-7, 2013. Tokyo, Japan 978-1-4673-6358-7/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEEuse depth information or perform multimodal verification. Aldoma et al. [5] obtain good performance by combining two pipelines, one using 2D and the other 3D features, via an optimization-based hypothesis verification framework. They too use features extracted at keypoints, and differ in their use of a 3D histogram-based feature.
While methods using the depth modality typically extract features from depth maps for use in recognition, such as extensions of histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) [6] , [7] , spin images [8] , and point feature histograms [9] , we use depth primarily for segmentation and to determine the 3D correspondences of pixels in test images.
Several works on category recognition suggest that dense sampling tends to yield higher performance [10] , [11] . For example, Tuytelaars et al. [10] attribute part of the success of their Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbor classifier to dense descriptor computation. In the unsupervised feature learning context, Coates et al. [11] demonstrate that dense convolution in convolutional neural networks leads to higher performance. Nowak et al. also illustrate the importance of dense sampling for bag-of-features image classification [12] . To the best of our knowledge, however, this paper is the first to demonstrate that dense features play a crucial role in attaining strong performance on the instance recognition problem.
In addition to improving performance using dense features, we consider using an ensemble of models over several modalities to aid in recognition. Ensemble learning, also referred to as blending, has been explored thoroughly in the machine learning community [13] , [14] . One simple method is to learn an affine combination of the scores obtained through each modality. Another method that extends this idea is feature weighted linear stacking [15] , [16] . We evaluate both methods for the purpose of generating hypothesis detections.
Thorough experimentation illustrates that our approach obtains significantly better results than previous state of the art. Before presenting our approach, we first give an overview of the test datasets, which we use as the primary evaluation metrics.
III. PROBLEM SETTING
We evaluate our approach on two datasets, Challenge and Willow, which were collected for the 2011 ICRA Solutions in Perception Challenge. Both datasets share a set of 35 training objects, which must be detected in a variety of tabletop scenes.
The training data consists of 37 views of each training object, with each view containing a registered point cloud C, a 1024 × 1280 image I, the training object's image mask, and the associated camera matrix K for that view. At a high level, we build models of each object by merging information from each view. We present details of this training procedure in Section V.
The test data consists of a series of test scenes. Each test scene provides at most 20 scene views, each accompanied by a color image I and an associated point cloud C from a Kinect sensor. We also assume a gravity vector, which we compute using a single scene from both the Challenge and Willow test sets, since the sensor remains fixed throughout. Test scenes can be highly cluttered, potentially containing any subset of the 35 objects in any pose, as well as imposter objects not among the training objects. At test time, given a view with C, I, we are asked to jointly recognize each training object and its pose in each view independently, while ignoring imposter objects. The datasets differ greatly in difficulty; the Challenge dataset consists of 39 test scenes which may each contain multiple objects with low occlusions and no imposter objects, while the Willow dataset consists of 24 test scenes with heavy (possibly even full) occlusions as well as imposter objects. We present sample training and testing data from each dataset in Section 5.
Our current solution operates under the following assumptions, satisfied by both the Willow and Challenge datasets: 1. Training objects have relatively non-specular and nontransparent surfaces; RGB-D sensors using structuredlight approaches (e.g. the Kinect) can, at best, generate noisy, incomplete point clouds of highly-specular or transparent objects. 2. Training objects contain texture: we use gradient-based descriptors to estimate training object poses. 3. Objects in test scenes are supported by a tabletop plane:
this allows for simple test scene segmentation (Section V). From here, we organize the paper as follows: we first present a brief overview of our system, which builds on Tang et al. [17] . We then present our main contributions, namely an examination of dense feature extraction, multimodal feature models and pose-based verification, and multimodal blending. Finally, we conclude with a series of experiments detailing the performance of our pipeline on the Challenge and Willow datasets.
IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW At training time, we first merge point clouds from multiple views of each training object, then construct a mesh using Poisson reconstruction. After extracting features from images of each view of the object, we then project the features onto the mesh. The resulting descriptor list with associated 3D model coordinates constitutes a feature model. Section V-A details our feature computation approach, and Section V-B details the types of feature we use.
At test time, we first detect table planes in the scene using a RANSAC plane fitting approach, eliminating hypotheses using the gravity vector for the dataset and selecting the highest supporting plane. We then apply agglomerative clustering to points lying above this supporting plane. Next, we project each test cluster onto the images to form image masks and extract features from unmasked portions of the image. To obtain the 3D coordinates associated with each feature, we project features extracted from the masked image back onto the 3D point cloud.
Algorithm 1 describes the procedure we run on each test cluster to compute a RANSAC score and pose estimate for each candidate object. We then use Algorithm 2 to compute 
∼ number of training objects N RANSAC ∼ number of RANSAC iterations Table II ), and, given the metafeatures as well as the RANSAC and verification scores, we use a multimodal blender to output our final object hypotheses (Section V-C).
V. METHODS
We now describe the key contributions of our approach, namely dense feature extraction, pose-based verification us-
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ing multiple feature models, and multimodal blending.
A. Dense Feature Extraction
We compute image features densely at both training and test time. At training time, rather than keep descriptors computed at every pixel, we employ voxel grid downsampling (with a leaf size of 0.5cm) of the descriptors for each view after projecting them onto the object mesh. At test time, we 
use a stride of 20px for the query image descriptors. Using these two methods hardly impacts performance due to high correlation between neighboring descriptors, and still yields approximately 5 to 10 times as many descriptors as using keypoints. See Section VI-D for a detailed analysis of the results using keypoints versus our dense sampling approach.
As described in Algorithm 1, we attempt to align each training object to a given test cluster using the SIFT feature model. Empirically, we find that the training object yielding the highest s NN usually matches the testing object, assuming the test object is not an imposter.
In the presence of imposters and spurious segmentations, the ratio between the first and second highest s NN is a reliable indicator of whether the first ranked object should be declared. 1 This baseline approach alone yields 100% precision and 99.31% recall on the Challenge dataset (which contains no imposters), but far from perfect performance on the Willow dataset (93.82% precision and 83.97% recall).
B. Multimodal Feature Models and Pose-Based Verification
Motivated by the remaining errors on the Willow dataset, we also construct models to exploit local color and shape information in addition to the models using gradient-based image descriptors. Concretely, we construct color feature models using L*a*b* values at each pixel, and shape feature models using shape context features computed in a similar fashion as described by Belongie et al. [18] , using the additional depth information to scale the downsampled edge points before binning.
After detecting and estimating the pose of an object in a scene, we then perform a verification of the detection using each of the SIFT, shape, and color models (Algorithm 2).
Intuitively, the multimodal approach leverages the strength of each feature type in different contexts. For example, few texture cues in an object view (e.g. Figure 3a ) typically yield low RANSAC scores, rendering the ratio test unreliable. In this case, shape cues can provide information regarding correct object detection.
Color information also greatly helps in improving precision. Given that our procedure estimates an accurate pose, the color ratio check
then serves as a reliable indicator of whether object i is the correct object. One case in particular this check works well for is instances of different flavors, such as the Odwalla bottles shown in Figure 3b , where the algorithm cannot reliably distinguish objects using only gradient or local shape information.
Given object hypotheses for a test cluster, we apply the color ratio check described above as well as verify that the object hypothesis ranks at the top in at least half of the model scores before declaring a detection.
C. Multimodal Blending
There are many rules that could be used in addition to the color ratio threshold described in the previous section. Rather than relying on (typically tedious and labor-intensive) handengineering to generate such rules for combining the multiple modalities, we use a method inspired by the feature-weighted linear stacking (FWLS) approach proposed by Sill et al. [2] . This method blends the scores obtained using each model through a systematic, data-driven approach. Furthermore, this method can leverage the intuition that certain models may be more reliable in some settings than others.
The FWLS approach described by Sill et al. blends the model outputs by using metafeatures, which provide information about which models might be most reliable for a particular input scene. Rather than performing regression against the outputs of several models, the FWLS approach performs regression against all pairs of products of metafeatures and model outputs, as illustrated in Figure 4 we use; low median color saturation suggests that color scores may be less reliable.
We extend the work of Sill et al. on FWLS in a regression setting to a discriminative setting in a method we refer to as multimodal blending. In short, we take pairwise products of metafeatures with model scores and use them as features for a classifier.
In particular, we use a standard ranking support vector machine (SVM) formulation to declare which object, if any, is present in each input cluster. Our formulation is given by
where w represents the weight parameters, the ξ ij are slack variables, i ranges over all input clusters, j ranges over object labels, y i is the correct label for input i, λ is a regularization parameter, x represents the values of all metafeatures and model scores for all objects for an input cluster, and φ j denotes a feature function that constructs the feature vector (as illustrated in Figure 4 ) for object j. During testing, the dot products between the weight vector and each of the feature vectors (i.e. w T φ j (x i )) yield a score for each object class, where the system declares the object with the highest score. In the presence of imposter objects, a threshold may be used such that the system can eliminate some spurious detections.
In order to provide training data to the SVM, we generate simulated occlusions on the Willow training data using our Challenge models as the occluding objects. We randomly sample occluding objects and poses around the ground truth pose provided for approximately ten views of each object in the Willow training data, resulting in approximately 10,000 simulated occlusions across all training objects. We then run our pipeline, treating the generated data as testing data, which gives the RANSAC and pose-based verification scores as well as the metafeatures for each view. We then use these scores and metafeatures as input training data for the SVM.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Threshold Selection
As described in Section V, the pipeline contains two thresholds in the verification step: (1) the color ratio threshold and (2) the blending score threshold. Because the training data does not contain imposter objects, even though the Willow dataset does, we cannot reliably set these thresholds using a subset of the training data as a validation set. In previous work, this likely resulted in thresholds being tuned directly on the test set, leading to overfitting.
In order to avoid overfitting to the test set, we ensure that the thresholds for each scene are selected on data excluding that scene. Specifically, we use a leave-one-out procedure that chooses the best threshold from all scenes other than the scene currently being evaluated. Note that the Willow dataset consists of 24 scenes, with a varying number of objects and frames per scene. We run the system on all 23 scenes not under consideration, choose the threshold that results in the highest F-score on those 23 scenes, and then use it to evaluate the scene under consideration. Note that this procedure will almost always result in lower scores than what would be achieved by directly optimizing the F-score on all 24 scenes.
B. Single Instance Recognition
As a preliminary test, we evaluate our methods on recognizing individual objects. Following the setup used by Tang et al. [17] , we use the Willow training data to build feature models and evaluate our system using the Challenge Method Precision Recall F-score Tang et al. [17] 0.9672 0.9744 0.9710 Bo et al. [19] 0 training data as test data. For this experiment, we remove any verification checks, simply choosing the highest scoring object as the detection. We present results in Table III , where we also compare our performance to the hierarchical matching pursuit algorithm described by Bo et al. [19] . Our method achieves perfect precision and recall on this task.
C. Multiple Instance Recognition
We now investigate our pipeline's performance on the Willow and Challenge testing data, which can contain multiple objects in the same frame. Recall that the Willow dataset may contain imposter objects not present in the training data (e.g. in Figure 3b) ; the system should not declare any detection on imposter objects.
We use both verification methods described in Section V-B for all results for this experiment. When we use blending, we also have a threshold for the blending score. We compare our results to those of Tang et al. [17] and Aldoma et al. [5] and surpass state-of-the-art performance on these datasets. We provide results for our method (1) without blending, (2) with blending but no metafeatures, and (3) with blending and metafeatures.
We present results for the Challenge dataset in Table IV . Note that Challenge is a small dataset, with only 434 objects to be detected. Without blending, our method already achieves near-perfect performance (perfect precision, 0.9931 recall), only failing to declare 3 out of the 434 correct detections. Although blending without metafeatures improves this further, adding metafeatures slightly descreases performance. We attribute this primarily to noise due to the dataset's small size, as only a small number of detections are changed.
We present results for Willow in Table V . On Willow, we present a significant leap over the previous state of the art, which we primarily ascribe to dense feature extraction and multimodal verification, yielding a recall of 0.8311 and a precision of .9976, corresponding to a significant increase in F-score (from 0.8092 to 0.9062). Even given this large performance increase, blending further increases performance by trading a small sacrifice in precision for a large improvement in recall. Incorporating all components (including blending and metafeatures) yields a recall of 0.8778 and precision of 0.9828, which correspond to a further increase in F-score to 0.9273. We analyze the remaining failure cases in Section VII.
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D. Comparison to Using Sparse Keypoints
Our experiments indicate that dense feature extraction plays a major role in attaining high performance. We examine the effects of using SIFT keypoints versus our current approach. At training time, we extract features at each pixel, then perform voxel grid downsampling of the features after projecting them onto our mesh models. At test time, we downsample by using a stride of 20 over the pixels at which we extract descriptors.
In general, using keypoints results in good precision but significantly reduced recall. Table VI illustrates the effects on performance of using SIFT keypoints when training feature models and when extracting test image descriptors.
E. Blending with Keypoints
Although multimodal blending boosts performance even when applied on top of dense feature extraction, we observe that it yields significantly better relative increases in performance when using sparse keypoints at test time with query images. Table VII shows the large increases in performance when applying blending to results obtained from RANSAC and multimodal verification with keypoints.
These results are largely due to the fact that many of the remaining errors when using dense feature extraction stem from poor pose estimations from the RANSAC phase, in which case the RANSAC and verification scores are unreliable (we discuss such failure cases further in Section VII). In contrast, when using keypoints, there are still many cases where a good pose was estimated, but not enough features were extracted to determine the object class using the ratio test with SIFT scores alone. In these cases, blending can combine scores across modalities, which significantly improves keypoint-based performance. 
F. Timing Results
All timing experiments were done on a commodity desktop with a 4-core i7 processor and 32GB of RAM.
The entire training phase takes under 6 minutes for a single object. By parallelizing across objects, we can complete the training phase for all 35 objects in well under an hour. Training the weight vector for multimodal blending on the 10,000 generated examples takes roughly 75s.
A timing breakdown for the testing phase (averaged over scenes in the Challenge test set) is given in Table VIII . Applying blending using a linear SVM simply consists of a dot product and thus takes a negligible amount of time. Note that all steps following segmentation (i.e. RANSAC and pose-verification scores) can be run in parallel across clusters.
It is possible to sacrifice some performance to speed up the testing phase by excluding the pose-based verification step, which yields the already state-of-the-art results given in Table VI . Another alternative to greatly speed up the testing phase is to combine keypoints with blending, which, as described in Section VI-E, yields good performance as well (the RANSAC and verification phases take < 2s total when using keypoints).
G. Improving the Willow Dataset
A small number of failures on Willow are due to errors in the ground truth, where labeled objects are actually fully occluded. After fixing all such labeling errors, we report performance on this dataset as "Willow-Vis."
Additionally, we created another set of ground truth labels for Willow, where only objects determined to be at least 20% visible are marked as present in the scene. We report performance on this dataset as "Willow-20." Both of these modified datasets are available for download at http://rll.berkeley.edu/2013_IROS_ODP. To give an idea of how many errors are due to the object being either fully or highly occluded, we report results for both datasets in Table IX. VII. DISCUSSION We now discuss the two primary failure cases of our system on the Willow dataset, namely detection errors due to poor pose estimation and imposter objects being mistaken for training objects.
A. Pose Estimation Failures
We attribute the majority of the remaining missed detections to RANSAC failing to discover the correct pose for the correct object. When RANSAC fails, the verification scores are usually unreliable, leading to the algorithm declaring the incorrect object (or no object). Because RANSAC only works with local SIFT features, this frequently happens with highly occluded objects or when only a nontextured part of the object is visible. Incorporating features that are computed over larger windows or that are more robust for untextured objects into the RANSAC computation may eliminate many of these errors, although at present it is unclear how to best incorporate these into our framework. 
B. Failures Due to Imposters
There are also a small number of errors due to imposter objects being declared as one of the training objects. Because the training data contains no imposter objects, the classifier cannot differentiate between the training objects and an imposter that has a high score for a single feature model, but only moderate scores for the other feature models. Adding imposter objects to the training data, which could be used as negatives for the classifier, may help eliminate these failure cases. Imposters would not require complete models; a collection of views without pose information would suffice.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents several methods which together yield significantly higher precision and recall on the Challenge and Willow datasets compared to the prior state of the art. The key contributing factors to our approach's performance are dense feature extraction, multimodal feature models, and data-driven blending of the scores for each feature model according to metafeatures of the current scene.
For visualizations of every detection (and mistake) made by our algorithm, please refer to:
http://rll.berkeley.edu/2013_IROS_ODP
To allow for comparison on a version of the dataset with completely occluded objects removed from the labeling (and another with mostly occluded objects removed), we provide supplementary ground truth labelings for Willow at the above website. A significant number of errors are due to objects being completely occluded in the supplied views.
